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Immaculata Reinforces the
Divine Plan for the Golden Age
I AM IMMACULATA, SILENT WATCHER FOR THE EARTH!
hold within My Gaze the Perfect Plan for the Earth and all her evolutions.
I know well the meaning of the Eyes of Eternity! My Single Eyed Vision
upon this Divine Plan allows each one of you to draw forth Currents of
Liquid Light and use them to create with the Emerald Ray! Tonight I AM
transferring My Vision to your mind’s eye! It is for you to translate this
Vision and fashion it into a practical Blueprint and Plan of Action which you
are then to accomplish in this world of form!
This Perfect Plan for Earth is filled with great detail. It is not merely a
thoughtform of a single moment in time, but contains movement and carries
the full momentum of that Divine Intent born of the Heart of Alpha and
Omega. It is charged with a sufficiency of their Grace, such that each lifestream
on earth who will connect with it shall receive ample impetus to fulfill this
Perfect Pattern as it is reinforced through My Heart in this hour.
Every lifestream in the earth occupies a certain point of Light within
the worldwide scope of My Vision. Whenever you elect to expand the Light
of your Heart, your Light registers upon the screen of life and is instantly
reflected in My Consciousness. Likewise, I know when there is movement
in the Earth that is out of alignment and that takes the earth further into
spirals of negativity or into conflict with this Divine Plan as decreed by the
Cosmic Councils, by Helios and Vesta and, most especially, by Alpha and
Omega.
For you see, beloved, the Earth as a whole also has a Plan. It has a destined
future, not unlike your own Individuality. And the Plan for this Earth is
to come into the Golden Age. The timetables are set, and already We are
releasing the Cosmic Currents in rhythmic order in accordance with the
amount of Light that the earth can hold.
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The Hierarchy understands the necessity of preparing the Earth to receive
such an intensity of Light. Thus, the earth has been bathed many hundreds
of thousands of years with Our Tempering Fire, allowing for Our Currents
to gently reestablish the strength and resilience needed to produce change
without producing more harm than good.
The cycle for righting the earth’s axis will occur when and as the earth
can harmoniously respond. Accelerate too quickly, and the crust will give
way, disrupting all manner of Life. It is important for you to understand that
there is a Greater Hand at work in the affairs of the Earth and her inhabitants
than merely the governance of your elected officials or even your own free
will. The Currents of Divine Light that flow to all lifestreams on the earth
are intended by God to produce all of the support mechanisms required
for your well being, for your sustenance, and for the ongoing acceleration
of your Life while yet abiding in the earth.
Within your own life cycles, you are afforded the Grace of God and
the Opportunity to exercise your own decision making process, following
the dictates of your own free will. Likewise, the earth herself responds,
swaying to and fro with the fluctuations of the mass consciousness. For
when the vast majority of lifestreams of earth insist on holding to negativity and images not in keeping with levels of Perfection, there is a perpetual
disturbance to the delicate balance which We strive to maintain in favor of
Light over darkness.
You, as students of the Light, understand well how to keep that balance
in favor of the Light, for many of you weigh daily how you will balance the
hours of your day. Many times you find that the day is filled with joyful,
blissful activity, moving so quickly that you hardly imagine that time itself
has not flown faster than normal. Then again there are those times when
the day drags on, and you are filled with anxiety, inharmony, pain and
resistance to Life.
As Silent Watcher, I hold within My Vision every Opportunity for
your own God Victory. Nothing less will I permit to register in My Mind.
Because lesser images surround you on all sides, clamoring incessantly for
your attention, I understand how easy it is for you to be magnetized to
that which is less than your own Christ Perfection. Tragically, at present
there are far more lifestreams in the earth still exhibiting the entire range
of human expression than there are Sons and Daughters of God exhibiting
their Christhood.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon the Stalwart Few –you who know Cosmic
Law and desire to manifest your Victory– to resist the mass consciousness,
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and rise above those riptides of emotional substance and astral hordes which
seek to abort your Christ Attunement even before it has appeared.
I SEE YOU ALREADY ASCENDED! I behold you giving forth the
weight and pressure of your Heart’s Light into the affairs of the earth and
expanding the Golden Age – I AM THAT I AM – already beginning to
appear across the land! Therefore, do not tolerate within the folds of your
garment any lesser thought or vibration about yourself!
It is vitally important that you understand the Great Creative Principle
that binds together the entire Cosmos! This Principle decrees for all eternity that that which is held in the Mind of God, that which is fed by the
Light of God, must be and shall be brought forth as the Creation of God,
and shall stand as the Allness of God on every plane of Consciousness! All
Creation has come forth because Perfection was first held inviolate within
the Mind of God as a Perfect Vision. Now let that All Seeing Eye of God
act through your own!
Do not expect that Life will return to you anything less or other than
that which you have envisioned. Many have supposed that because the
Ascended Masters and yes, I, Immaculata, have held fast to this Vision of the
Golden Age, it will come to pass whether or not you apply yourselves. Oh
how sadly you are mistaken, for in putting off the day of your Attunement
with the Light of your own Christhood, you also postpone one day longer
the Dawning of the Golden Age of Saint Germain.
Have you considered how very important you are to the overall expansion of Light in the earth? Perhaps you thought you were merely one lone
individual striving to balance your personal karma, to hold on until you
were of your elder years, either making your transition or entering the
Ascension. Either way you expect to be finished with this planet for quite
some time, if not forever.
I say to you in the strongest possible terms that the Earth today is in
great need of you. The Earth needs the action of the Sacred Fire that only
you can invoke by your free will, and by holding within the Third-Eye
Vision of your own conscious awareness this Perfect Visualization of the
earth and of the Golden Age already established. When you do so, you
connect directly with the Great Magnet of the Heart of Alpha and Omega.
You accelerate God Light in the earth and step up the timetable wherein
all will be enabled to partake of this Golden Age.
True, not all will hold fast to this Perfected Vision as I do. Oh, well do
I know the age old tendencies of mankind, of how they continue to drift
along the path of least resistance – electing lifetime after lifetime a course
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which is not so demanding or strenuous on the four lower bodies as our
discipline. But Our Hope —the Hope of all the Ascended Masters— is in
those of you in the earth who will make up the difference!
We look to you, beloved, who stand in this room – fully ablaze in your
own Light Bodies! As I gaze here and throughout the earth where many of
you are listening and have graciously afforded your attention to My Flame
this night, you will make the difference! For the Causal Body Momentums which
you have carried with you into this embodiment are more than ordinary.
These very momentums are the reason why you have elected to come
into this august body of Lightbearers, and to perform this work of which
I speak. Where you might find two who choose to ignore this Light, still
We find one who elects to act! That one makes up the difference and will
win the day! When the Torch Bearers of The Temple number in the tens of
thousands as Saint Germain has called them forth, they will be fully capable
of bringing in this Golden Age!
For the Teachings delivered by the Messengers from this Altar comprise
the Teachings of the Ascended Masters in their purest, most powerful form!
The focus of the Torch Bearers attention shall continue to be upon their
God Presence! The return current of that focused attention shall dictate the
Commanding Response of Our Light in the earth! Hold fast to that which
has been born of the Heart of your own Beloved Saint Germain! Bring forth
the Temples of Light – the White Temple and Victory’s Temple!
Establish right in the earth that Perfect Blueprint, born of the Heart of
God in the Great Central Sun! This, beloved, is a Cause worthy of every erg
of energy expended by your lifestream. This is a Cause worthy of your every
sacrifice, a Cause that you can bring forth as the First Cause of God reenacting the very creation of the earth itself. I say again, “YOU TOGETHER,
AS A BODY OF TORCH BEARERS ACTING IN CONCERT WITH
ONE ANOTHER, CAN BRING FORTH GOD’S CREATION AS THIS
GOLDEN AGE!”
May I remind you again as we approach the New Year that you are still
surrounded by the Christmas Angels on every side. I have invoked them to
come into your presence so that you might have a greater understanding
and feeling of what the Radiation of this Christmastide can mean to you
throughout the coming year. Hold fast to the Vision held within the Mind of
God, your own God Presence, and then allow for the Spirit of His Light to
flow freely from your Heart. This, beloved, is the same Attunement which
the Christmas Angels perform constantly. They know only how to express
the true and perfect keynote, born of the Joy of Loving, the Joy of Giving,
the Pure Joy of Communion with God!
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This is why especially during this Holy Season of the year, when more of
mankind naturally choose to attune with these Christmas Angels, the burdens
of their lives are lifted off. For these angels hold a balance far greater than
you could imagine. They hold your Perfection within the focus of their gaze.
They commune with your God Presence. They stand shoulder to shoulder
with your own Holy Christ Self.
Know well, beloved, that each time you sense this Joy, this feeling of
upliftment, it is not simply a consequence of your own outer consciousness or
circumstance. Rather, you are entertaining the Christmas Angels who stand
in your midst. For they are magnetized to every uplifted Heart, to everyone
who focuses their attention upon the Mind of God within, understanding
what it means to allow for that Light to pour forth across the earth.
Do not discount for one moment how very important it is for you to
guard well the thoughts that pass through your mind. For your thoughts and
feelings will guide all the creative energy of your being into manifestation.
Take, for example, those great Angels and Devas of Light who hold the focus
of their attention on Patterns of Perfection given them by the Hierarchy of
Light. Their Service to Life enables the mountains themselves to continue
to radiate strength as they do, and the rivers to continue to flow with speed
and harmony as intended from one point to another, nourishing the land.
There are those Angel Devas who know well the inner workings of the
Earth’s Magnetic Currents. They maintain the awareness of the Sun of Even
Pressure and those focuses of Light throughout the earth body, sustaining the
proper polarity with the Great Central Sun. These Electronic and Magnetic
Currents, constantly flowing back and forth, continually furnish you and
the whole earth with all that is necessary for your Victory. No area of life
is overlooked, for the Detailed Consciousness of the Emerald Ray, born in
the Heart of Alpha and Omega, has fashioned each aspect of life specifically
for your greater blessing.
Know that the Gratitude of your Heart, as it flows back to your Divine
Source for these Great Outpourings, sustains their motive power within you.
Riding the crest of their Fiery Momentum, you shall continue to accelerate
and achieve new levels of your own Christhood. As you continue to exercise
this Power of God Gratitude, you will gain greater clarity, keener discernment and more of the Fire of God, equipping you to move confidently into
those challenging areas of your life at a moment’s notice.
All this because you are resolved to hold the Vision of your God Presence,
first and foremost as the focal point in your mind’s eye and your Heart’s
Devotion! All this constitutes the very means whereby you become one with
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your Holy Christ Self, the Capstone of your Being. This whirling Pyramid of
Life will continue to build higher and higher until you are no longer tethered
to the earth, but of Necessity you must take your Ascension.
The Ascension itself is the fulfillment of Law of the Great Magnet of the
Heart of God. IT IS THE NECESSARY CULMINATION OF A LIFETIME’S
DEVOTION, AN ALL-CONSUMING, ALL-COMPELLING DESTINY!
All this because you elect, starting today, to hold the focus of your attention
steadfast upon the Light of your own God Presence! Do you see now how
great is the work you have come to accomplish?
Do not hesitate to begin this process, for there is no time that may be
squandered. Each day signifies the release of measured Opportunity, an
allotment of precious energy granted to you by your own God Presence for
this very purpose in this lifetime. Your God Presence has determined how
much Light and energy should be required for you to win your Victory, and
has allocated not one erg more, for there can be no waste in the Universe.
The Ascended Masters stand in support of this Image of Perfection, held
by your own God Presence for you. Likewise, Alpha and Omega and the
Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood stand in support of the Great Victory
of the Earth Body. Won’t you expand in your Life that Point of Light, which
reverberates and expands this corresponding point on the screen of My Mind’s
Eye as I hold this Vision for the Earth of the Golden Age to come?
I shall look for the Burst of Light from your Heart! I already behold
the Light of your Causal Body! It is great and brilliant beyond your own
awareness! It is time now for you to manifest that selfsame Light where
you are here below. The vehicle of consciousness to facilitate this transfer
is your Holy Christ Self, enabling you to be the focal point of Our Light,
the Great Light which will lead all men into the Dawning Golden Age of
Saint Germain.
As the numbers of the lifestreams galvanized to this awareness increase,
you will see an acceleration of the timetable for this Golden Age. Through
the increased efforts and steadfastness of your own striving, you can compel
it to arrive far more quickly than you have previously dared to imagine!
I AM HOLDING FAST TO YOUR VICTORY!
I AM DETERMINED THAT YOU, TOO, SHALL CONNECT
WITH THE MIND OF ALPHA AND OMEGA!
I AM YOUR,

Immaculata
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